Lushious Lemon
Foaming Han d Soap

Today’s foaming hand soap forecast:
100 percent chance of sun!
Infused with YL’s exclusive blend of Lemon, Lemon
Myrtle, Ylang Ylang, Eucalyptus, and Spearmint,

our new foaming hand soap is a zest of fresh air!

Inside each bottle you’ll find the naturally derived,
plant-based ingredients you expect and the pure
essential oils you love.

CONTENTS: 3-PACK

ITEM NO.: 30842

St eeped Vitality Tea

Bundle with Mug

1 tea trio + 1 Vitality trio =
1 unbe-leaf-able bundle
If you’re prone to spilling the tea, and a

lot of it, this bundle’s for you! Unbox this

beauty and you’ll find 15 tea sachets in all
three Steeped Vitality ™ tea flavors, plus

a trio of 5 ml Vitality oils. Mix and match
flavors and then sip your favorite blends
from our exclusive YL-branded mug.

CONTENTS: TEA TRIO, VITALITY TRIO,
AND LIMITED-TIME OFFER MUG

ITEM NO.: 31405

St eeped Vitality Spiced
Turmeric Herbal Tea
Spice things up with an aroma that
warms the soul and the senses.
Elevate your evening with a cup of Steeped Vitality™
Spiced Turmeric Herbal Tea. Sip on the warm

flavor of ginger and the traditional taste of chai
spices with a hint of turmeric. Add a few drops

of Tangerine Vitality before settling down for a
cozy night in.

CONTENTS: 15 TEA SACHETS, 45 G;
TANGERINE VITALITY ESSENTIAL OIL, 5 ML

ITEM NO.: 32207

St eeped Vitality Vanilla
Lemongrass Green Tea

Steep a little sunshine into your day.
It’s love at first sip with our Steeped Vitality™ Vanilla Lemongrass

Green Tea! The bright flavors of citrus combined with the soft,

earthy hint of licorice make for a brew that brightens any afternoon.
Pair with Orange Vitality for an irre-zest-ible burst of flavor!

CONTENTS: 15 TEA SACHETS, 45 G;
ORANGE VITALITY ESSENTIAL OIL, 5 ML

ITEM NO.: 32205

St eeped Vitality Orange
Rosehip Black Tea
Switch things up for a
more sophisticated morning boost.
Start your day with the full-bodied, earthy aroma
of our Steeped Vitality ™ Orange Rosehip Black
Tea. Orange top notes and a subtle flavor of

honey finish with the simple, comforting taste of
rosehip. Drop Lemon Vitality into the mix when
you need a little more spring in your step.

CONTENTS: 15 TEA SACHETS, 45 G;
LEMON VITALITY ESSENTIAL OIL, 5 ML

ITEM NO.: 32209

Savvy Minerals
Lengt hening Mascara

Farewell to falsies, we’re going natural.
Three words: lashes for days. Savvy Minerals ®

Lengthening Mascara transforms every lash to

instantly create longer, fuller-looking lashes. Our
clean formula weightlessly conditions lashes and
builds length with every application for a bold,
naturally beautiful look.

SIZE: 0.3 FL. OZ. (9 ML)

ITEM NO.: 24089

Savvy Minerals
Volumizin g Mascara
It’s time to pump up the volume.
Nourishing? Check. Non-clumping? Check.

Natural and non-irritating? Double check! When it
comes to a mascara that delivers thicker-looking

lashes without toxic ingredients and the need for
touch-ups, Savvy Minerals ® Volumizing Mascara
checks all the boxes.

SIZE: 0.37 FL. OZ. (10.5 ML)

ITEM NO.: 24082

Valor
Deodorant
Protect your pits—and other people—
from offensive odors.
Switching from conventional deodorant to deodorant

with naturally derived ingredients is a bold move. Make
that move with confidence thanks to Valor® Deodorant.
This natural deodorant features an empowering aroma,
skin-soothing ingredients, and the ability to battle bad
odors so things don’t get awkward.

SIZE: 1.5 OZ.

ITEM NO.: 27842

